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The development of underground gasification method® for wcow- 
ixxg mineral fuels is comparatively recent and several methods here 
been evolved for treating the various source materials, The problem 
of recovering solid and liquid fuels by underground gasification in 
gaseous form was primarily approached by scans of opening under* 
ground entry® which created the required fire-drift for starting the 
gasification In place.
Increasing knowledge of the whole problem of gasification in situ 
led to the evolution of new Improvements in the underground gaslfl* 
cation technique and, in the course of progress!*';* research the 
preparations required for starting the gasification were accomplished 
from the surface. This procedure simplified the gasification and re* 
due ad the cost of the underground fuel. The trend of this develop* 
ment has been called "ehaftlecc underground gasification”.
The aim of this research was the lnuastigatlen of the poset* 
bility to use electric current for underground gasification and carbon* 
laatlon purpose. The current passed through the fuel bed, which acts 
as a conductor, initiates the decomposition of original organic sub* 
stance of the fuel. This phenomenon has been utilised for recover* 
ing various fuels like coal, ell shale and ell sand.
The process Is sailed ^ Slootrocarbcnisation” and is a shaftless
gasification method.
It
The field sxpsrtaentation u&s performed at the "Tig***
(Sinclair Coal Company) , Hums, Missouri, On the bases of research 
data made amiXablo by 4 years of experimentation (from , apt writer,
194? to May, 1951) eebodied in this dissertation, It la believed that 
a largo goal* underground slootroc&rbofii&ation atid paiflestion 
pilot plant can ho designed and operated successfully. Tha ressareh 
has proved that gas suitable for domestic and industrial uso can he 
produced physically and economically by the underground Eleetrocarbon* 
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1CHAPTER I
THE PftCtUK OF UNn.^ GROUND
msomtomcMimim m> o h s m c m m
The alms of modem fuel technology are those of attaining the 
most efficient, production and utilisation of solid, liquid, and gas- 
sous fuels. Houeitr, during the past decade and ware, a considerable 
inefficiency in exploitation of thee© raw materials has been expe­
rienced by using "ordinary* recovery methods* The materials from 
Hi#i~grade deposits commonly have been recovered and the reserves of 
inferior value have been neglected and, thus, many deposits hive been 
declared exhausted when the ordinary sifting and recovery prase sees be­
came uneconomical or impracticable* Therefore, tbs goal of continued 
research in ibis field suet be devoted largely to Improvemmafcs of re­
covery methods and to the sere complete exploitation of our national 
fuel reserves*
The possibility of utilising underground gasification practices 
to obtain hl#er efficiencies and lower production seats has bean 
considered as one of the most attractive and sound approaches to the 
solution of the above Hwontionod problem*
The underground gasification Is the conversion of mineral fuels 
into gaseous form by the gasification process in situ* The inception 
of the idea of underground gasification dates bade Into the past **a» 
tury* References to it were ande by such scientists as 0* X* 
Mondeleef^  V* Simons, sad Sir william Ramsay*
The first test of underground gasification ef seal was planned 
sad preliminarily prepared in England in 1913* However, the
2oxpoHaent was discontinued at the beginning of world War I* After 
World War X* it appears that Soviet Russia was the only country re­
taining m m $i interest to pursue the soiDl-lndustrtal development of 
underground gasification* A state trust of the Soviet* Kfodsamgas", 
wae fonned In 1923 and actual plans thus were formulated for a large- 
coal© operation*
the Russian experimentaticns were designed on an ambitious scale* 
with a view to the establishment of industrial plants* W 1936* the 
Russian© had a soni-dndustrial plant working %Mch* over a period of 
US souths* produced 300 isillim cubic,feet of pi* Other experiments 
' carried m  in various coal Helds* proved to bo successful end, in 
1930* picas mr® made for at least thro© full-scale industrial units 
in Donets* Ukr&ino* and Siberia* Th© largest plant was designed to 
produce 14 million cubic feet of gas an hour*
The U* s* S* H* hoped that the underground gasification stations 
would provide communities with fuel* and, also* that the installations 
would produce gas for electrical power plmte as well as for chemical 
and other industries*
It would seem that some of the problems associated with the uti­
lisation of underground gas find more ready interest and study in a
country like Russia which Is undergoing rapid industrial development, ,1than is the case where mere stable industrial or^misatlmo exist
\?ilkins* B« T*t The Ifoierground Gasification of Coal, So®© considerations of available* inforaatlcn* University of Mlx&ur&i*
as in some other ©ore highly developed commmwoalths*
3Underground gasification, an a general process, appears to be 
applicable to several types of natural fuel occurrences. For anunple, 
the need for tertiary recovery methods Is recognised in so-called de­
pleted oil reserves. In fast, it is considered that at the present 
time an amount of petroleum equal to about two thirds of the total oil 
produced remains to be recovered. Underground gasification applied to 
this tertiary recovery problem Is therefore very pertinent.
Oil shale as a raw material for oil production is being studied 
and used acre and mar© over the world.. Several pilot plants for 
underground oil shale customisation have been operated in Europe 
(bwedsa, Estonia, md Qermany).
In thie country, several states have oil Aala deposits! the 
thickest and richest are in Colorado9 Utah, and Wyoming, There Is an 
estimated recoverable oil reserve in excess of 200 billion barrels, or 
about d times our present known petroleum reserves.
The raw naterials, like limits and viscous tar sands, have bean 
used rarely in this eowtry for gasification purposes. It can be ex­
pected that these low-grade deposits will have more importance In the 
future, whan adequate recovery methods have been developed, especially 
by means of underground gasification.
Table 1 presents data shewing the comparative amount of avail­
able fuel reserves of the United States,2
%r# Arno C, Fleldaer, Chief, Fuels and Sxploaiveo Division,U, S, Bureau of %nes»
4Tab!® I
ESTIMATED RBC09E8ABI£ MXMJSUMTUKL it s m m  
(Goal, billion tonaj potrdeuE and oil Pros? oil shale, billion barrel*} natural gas, trillion ex bio foot)
Reserves Jan* 1, 1949
Coal
Anthracite a




Total, all ranks 17555
Petroleum 36<
Oil Urm oil shale 200
Hatural gas 174
A study of the table demonstrates that the solid hydrocarbons 
have considerable importance as reserves of future fuel production, 
hence a d e q u a te  research for new recovery M ethods should be made ae 
rapidly as possible*
Since 1947, the development of thermal recovery methods by
electric current (Elect relinking, Eleotrocarbonisatton, Electro-the
gasification, ElsetrovelxAilisaticn) has been carried out hy/suthor 
Ia the mning Department of Missouri School of Mines sad Metallurgy 
as part of the general research project of uniorgrouadi I&eetmaxtoea-
1 action of fuels (coal, oil shale, oil sand) under tbs direction of 
Professor J* D. Forrester*
CHAPTER II
w m m  of umATtraE
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The following la a discussion of the dewlopnent of underground 
gasification arthcdi as they have bean progressively n o M  tor av* 
oral nations of the world* The perfection of underground gasification 
methods met with several difficulties before the present statue of 
progress was reached* The ultlaate ala of all euoh res »sr«h* 1* e* 
the replacement of the surface gasification industry by underground 
gasification plants* still is the goal of the continued investigation!* 
MfflBMHB <asmc;.TioB ik nut p. s. a. r.?
3kusdmev* G* 0*t Underground Gasification of Coal* M M ,  
loniagrad 1941*
The tf* 3* $* R* has been the first country to attack the under* 
ground gasification problem with industrial pilot plants* For this 
reason* the work done in the 0* 3* 3* ft* can be used to illustrate 
all the difficulties encountered and ad stakes trade in the devslopaent 
of the new technique of gasification* One of the Soviet's funds* 
nsntal difficulties in earlier experiments* involved drawing an in* 
correct parallel between the gasification process in gas generators of 
the ordinary type and that which takes place in situ*
The underground gasification of cod with the aid ef explosives 
which disintegrated the seal assn la a typical example ef performing 
experiments based on impreper considerations* The Rtkselaits realised
the mistake very early* and the idea of using explosive charges for 
disintegrating the solid coal seam was given up*
6
The history of the development of Russian underground gasifl- 
cation can be illustrated by the experiments carried out In the Soviet
Union since 1933*
matoc JWttWL
The C^hamber Method* was developed by A, 3. Kusietseva and field 
tents were conducted at the town of Shakhtui* Special Chambers 
(Figure 1) originally were built directly into the coal seam* Later, 
these chambers were filled with the broken coal, in order to dupli­
cate as meh as possible, the conditions which exist in a surface 
retort* The “Chamber Method* test conducted in Russia proved un­
profitable* in fact, It docs not represent the present concept of 
underground gasification* The method requires too much manual work 
in underground*
Stream Method
This method has been applied successfully to steeply dipping coal 
seams* Several modifications have been developed, such as the U and
W layouts*
A simplified illustration (Figure 2) depicts the working prin­
ciples of the Method* Three boreholes (1, 2, 3), whisk may be about 
100 yards apart, follow the dip of the seam and are connected at their 
lower ends by a horizontal gallery *4** These four openings thus 
isolate a rectangular panel of coal, which is to be gasified.
The coal is ignited by lighting a fire in ttw gallery *4W* The 
necessary air Is supplied through boreholes *1" cod *3** The com­
bustion gases are withdrawn firm borehole ”2"* *• ***• coal *us*w  
of the gallery "4" bums, the fire sene advances upward along the
7CHAMBER METHOD
F L A N , VIC*
rigor* X
STREAM METHOD
VE R TIC A L L O N G IT U D IN A L  
5 E C T I0 N
figure 2
9
The asshf together with any of the roof that nay fall* collects 
in the apace below the fire sone. In this way* four difficulties are
overcome %
1. The burning coal face is kept free freo aecinalatiima 
of ash*
2* The air flow is kept in the neighborhood of the 
bunting coal.
3* The roof does not readily block the passage or engulf 
unburhed coal* *
4* The gasification senes are advanced uniformly*
In accordance with the original Idea of S^tream Method* f it was 
supposed that the panels could be prepared without underground 
mining operation* Howeverf during the early stage of development the 
Russians did not succeed with the dealga of a shaitless panel*
Table 2 indicates the results obtained during a gasification 
test in the Qorlovsk, Russia underground gasification plant (Strain 
Method)*
aorehole^rod^rJi^k^
This la a method which can be used for horizontal or inclined 
se«as9 especially nhan the roof of the coal seam is soft*
Three parallel galleries (Figure 3) are driven about 100 yards 
apart through the seaa and are connected by 4-inch horizontal bore* 
holes at approximately 5 yard Intervals* Three holes then are sealed 
at the ends until they art required for the gasification* 2aeh hole 
is fired in turn by an electric device operated from the surface* Air 
is supplied through one gallery end the gases are withdraw! from the
Table I I
















































































































































































































































































































































a l  gas -  produced a t non -b last period by su ction  o f  f i m  
hot co a l bed*
BOREHOLE METHOD





other. As the coal bums away, the boreholes increase in diameter 
(Figure 4)# As the boreholes become gasified, they are abandoned and 
another set started by electric ignition from the surface.
Shaftless Underground Gasification Methods
Several methods have been developed for wcross-euttitt0w a coal 
seam without underground wining. The various methods can be summa­
rised as follows s
a* Filtrstienal Baking, 
b# Hydrolinking* 
e, directional drilling*
m. The filtration Unking method eliminates all underground labor 
and is intended for use in horiaont&l seams. As shown in Figure 5, 
shrinkage tracks and fissures are developed by heat, which is obtained 
by the bumii^ of charcoal In the boreholes* FUtratlonal linking 
has limited application, because only a snail amount of gss can be 
produced through the minor cracks developed In the scan*
b. The principle of hydrolinking la illustrated by Figure 6* 
Boreholes are drilled from the surface, an! cased In tbs usual way. 
Into each of these boreholes a pipe Is lowered which has a nosale on 
the lower end* Tbs noasls is directed along the strike of the coal 
m m  toward tbs neighboring boreholes* The properly oriented pips is 
connected then to a high-pressure water pump (60-60 aha)* ua© noaxls
Is operatsd from each borehole* The high pressure jets disintegrate
♦
part of ths coal sewn thus forming a connection between boreholes*
The disintegrated coal collects into a sump in the borehole and is 












Bydrolinklng experiments have been carried on success: ally at the 
Gorlovsk plant in Bussia, In 8-boar periods an opening «s chan­
neled between boreholes about 20 meters apart. This opening was 
stable and remained Intact several months.
c. Directional drilling hae been applied to produce a continu­
ous reaction channel. Modifications may present a relatively simple 
method for preparation of fuel beds for underground gasification. As 
originally the following procedure was planned. Two boreholes are 
drilled fro® the surface along the sea® at a predetermined angle to 
one anothert so that they Intersect in depth. At the point of inter­
section the fuel Is ignited and the gasification of the coal bulk, 
delimited by the two boreholes, proceeds toy the usual Stream Method. 
However, this Method leaves large unaffected section* of the coal 
sea® in place. The block of eoal delimited by directed drill holes 
can be increased by progressively bending the boreholes. The panel
obtained by bending the boreholes would be semi-circular* Preparing
aof such a panel is at the present time/ complex technical problem.
The technical layout of pilot plants will undergo necessarily 
many improvements, and as a result more economical operation can be
-•S-.r-a >-«* /*• geyh • <; i-l®Xjp®Cw 8 u  ^
The soviet Union has conducted extensive programs in connection
with the underground gasification of eoel. Hundreds «f millions of
*r
dollars have been invested in the expsrlMxtal work. Their exper­
iences have been collected over a period of 20 years,
A brief review is presented of the results they have obtained in 





In underground gasification, the cost of fuel wed (coal), ie- 
exudes the cost of the necessary mining preporatoxy to the gasifi- 
cation of the coal, imcludtng the expenditures incurred by the usual 
type of gas gen water plant in the preparation of fuel, such as sort- 
lag, storage, transporting within the factory, etc,, it uas found that 
the fuel cost for the underground gasification unit is on the aimgi 
one-feurth the cost of fuel for the surface gasification generators,
t&ea shaftless underground gasification is developed, the fuel 
cost mill again he reduced considerably, Host important, no labor 
will be required underground for the conversion of eoal into gas,
I f A i H M M t e .of Labour
The productivity of labor has been compared in terns of ’market­
able gas*, l,e,, the gas available after gas plant operational require­
ments are deducted. Their estimation shoes that the productivity of a 
worker is 10 tines greater in an underground gasification plant than 
in a surface gas plant, when a comparison Is ande, from the time the 
hulk cod leaves the adlne until it is converted into gae, the produc­
tivity of labor in an underground gasification plant is 20 times 
higher than in a surface plant.
The capital expenditure for the preparation of gasification oper­
ation ie about 2C$ of the total capital investment of the underground 
producer gae plant, When technological gas Is toeing produced, the ex­
penditure from underground preparation beseem* lees than 10$, of the
total expenditure, while mere than 90$ ef the entire capital invest­
ment Is required for above-ground equipment.
uSmJSmk M  flu
The cost of gas produced by underground gasification is estimated 
to b© 4 time® cheaper than that available for surface gas plants* 
the gsmsr P*^ «tth
Calculations show that a 100,0004a' power plant requires 2Q£ 
less capital investment when using underground gas then otherwise.
The manpower to operate the plant is reduced by one-half, and the 
coat of electric power Is lessened hr an average of 30 *,
Soviet Union is probably the only country with enough industrial 
experience in underground gasification to allow the presentation of an 
extensive and fair economic treatment of this problem. Their cos- 
parlson of economics le given in ratios between an underground unit 
and a gas plant of ordinary design. Therefore, we can consider their 
economical estimation of underground gasification acceptable to a cer­
tain degree, for our economical conditions.
Post ^  vMlrtwUcc of K i w i  jl»ls
Underground gasification research before World War IX was 
carried out mainly by the Russian scientists. The eeonowtoai strut- 
ture of the Western countries, and the largo expenditure required for 
the experiwentatlon, made the problem less attractive outride the 
Si, S, S, R* However, the importance of the problem was realised 
following the war end extensive interest developed in underground 
gasification of fuels among several European countries and in the 
U, S, 1.
The euoeesaive development of underground gasification methods 
in &uroj»e and the 0, S, A, will be discussed briefly.
19
The underground gasification proems hoe been applied to oil
shale deposit* in Sweden* The method was developed toy ur. F.
e i  Ljungetreei.
Salonenscant The LJun§siro» in Situ Method for ^ hale oil Becover/* second Oil Shale end Cannel Coal dcnforenee, duly 3-7*1950 Glasgow.
Picture 1 illustrates the ljungstr<in method. The process can be 
classified as a shaft leas underground c&rtoorcUation method. The elec­
trical lasserslon heaters are used for heating the oil shale toed. The 
unit illustrated consists of six electrodes. The center pipe collects 
the gas. The heat Is transferred to the seem from tm  electrodes by 
conductivity. At lerike* Sweden, a pilot plant was constructed and 
put into operation* sod the cost was subsidised by ttot Swedish 
Academy for Engineering Science* and toy the Swedish QcvmnieKt.
The following data indicate the operation characteristic* ef m
early test csgOcying the LJungetrSm methods
Thickness of the deposit Id meters
Oil content of the oil shale 61
Capacity of the heater 22 m
Number of heater In a unit 6
Amount of oil shale per heater 400 tone 
carfronfl per unit 2*5 fponttos
efficiency (recovery) 75>
An interesting toy product ef the eertocnlsstlon is the residual 








X'iie latest operatic characteristics available are compiled as 






6.4 K / li/ltsjp - 3.5 Wi B/ltr at oil
1025 1 tr per of surface areaor 26,000 barrels per acre
2000 heaters in ground
1 5 2 ?
2 * 2  js
Carbonisation time 5 months
of a unit
Biss of elect rods 26 a
Bias of easing 4*8 cxn I*P,
Ths Swedish engineers and scientists have been active in several 
other closely related problems of the underground gasification* The 
ehjomeoa method can he classified as aesdunderground gasification 
process* The hulk material Is disintegrated hr a shovel which re- 
moves the oil shale from the seam and piles it in a "milerw* The 
idlers are underlain by a network of perforated pipes* The gasifi­
cation of the sdlsrs is accomplished by Igniting them on the top and 
establishing an inverted draft by drawing off the products of com­
bustion through the perforated pipe network* Practically, the method 
ie still too inefficient * In case it should become necessary to get 
oil at any cost, the method could be applied* This method was im­
proved and applied on a large scale in Germany* About 11 plants which 




The Reptile of Estonia had a very veil established oil shale
Industry before World War II. The total output of oil shale amounted 
to nearly 2 million ton® par ^ ear* The oil shale me utilised as 
followss
For carbonisation purpose 1*100.000 tons
For fuel 550.000 tons
For power plants 350.000 tone
The first underground gasification field experiment in Estonia 
was supervised by Dr. Schneider, a German Scientist, during the 
German occop. Men of Estonia. Dr. Schneider tried to apply the under* 
ground panel method for gasification of oil shale, a method similar 
to the coal gasification in Gorges, Alabama. The method was modified. 
Horlsontal bore holes were drilled In the panel far increasing the 
permeability of the seam. This test never yielded practical results.
The need for underground gasification of oil shale in Estonia
the
results trm tbs geological occurrence sf/oil shale deposit, under 
each square meter of surface area, there are about 4.5 tons of oil 
shale. Mining operations recovered about 2.5 tons per square ester of 
surface area, or about 55'!« It was logical to visualise a method 
which would utilise all the seems at the setae time and eliminate the 
expensive handling of oil shale and Its residue.
The underground carbonisation method used in Sweden was not 
applicable in Estonia. The long besting time of oil Shale by heat 
conductivity would be an unfavorable factor. Also considerable heat 
would be lost in the limestone layers separating the oil shale beds.
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To overcome these disadvantages the method of leetrocarbaii- 
aation was developed. For test purposes, & shale exceptionally rich 




Residue (eoke) 63 J*
Gas loss 7.8*
During the experiment it was found that the electrical conductivity 
of oil shale at high temperatures could be maintained, Picture 2 
Illustrates the laboratory set-up employed. The produets of gasi­
fication were measured and following results obtained, A special 
electrical Fischer Retort was developed for this purpose, (pictures 
3 and 4)*




Us sides (coke) 63.1*
dee 27.6*
lees 9.6*
The results indicate that during the laboratory electreearbcni- 
cation experiment» a considerable sasosat of oil was smoked into gas. 
The amount of residual coke in the original analysis (Fischer retort) 
and the analysis of Klectrocarbonisatlcn products are the *»$st 
therefore the recovery of volatile matter was equal.








Surface oil shale carbonization Diants produce not only valuable 
qil and gas but, also, a residue which is usually rejected, and thus 
involves a disposal problem. Moving large quantities of oil shale 
residue as waste material increases the production cost of shale oil. 
In several instances the oil shale residue has been utilized as raw 
material for mortar, bricks, eerient, hydraulic lime and insulation 
products. When underground oil shale carbonization is used, the 
problem of handling the residue can be eliminated or reduced.
The following Table 3^ shows the oil shale residue resulting
?Oppelt, W.s "Comments on Characteristics and Refining Methods 
of Shale Oils", Technical Oil Mission Reel 242, Item 39, -Library of 
Congress, Washington, D. C. (1947).
from each 100 tons of shale oil production in a furnace and under­
ground gasification unit. (Schorzingen, Gernany)
Table III
COMPARISON IF UNDERGROUND AND SURFACE
CARBONIZATION METHOD OF OIL SHALE
Furnace Combined Underground 
and Furnace Carboni­
zation
Oil shale to be carbonized 750
Underground Furnace 
640 280
Oil production tons 100 62.50 37.50
Disposal problem cbm of residue312.5 233 or 
75 %
2 8
MS' a£ asaiM m m w i w p  m  a m  CAaBoumTioK
BI TitS EDHLa-OIl CKKK
The method of underground carbonisation of oil shale proposed 
by "Kohle>Oil-Unian* ess first used in s field experiment inffHolsheim* furitaab^ rg (1944)* More extensive experiments* wre con-
» uducted in Schorsingen* Wurtteofeerg* Thiring the experimentation 
it was shewn that oil shale can be carbonized successfully in undetw 
ground chambers* A data sheet from May, 1944* chows the following 
result si
Ohastoer content 250 tens shale
Oil content of shale About 6$
At 100.1 recovery Oil yield 15 tone
Actual recovery 8*45 tees or 56*3
Measured losses s
Benzene in gas 5*6 g/W*
Amount of gas
178 hours x 1.200 *3/h 213*600 m*
Total Benzene 1*196 tens
Oil in gas 0*854 ices
Balance
input
OH 15 tons 100$
output
Oil recovered 3*45 tons *56*3$ 
Oil in gas 0*85 tone* 5*7$ 
1*20 tens* 8*0$
Loss ~ ~ ~ 3 *15*00 tons*
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Underground Cool Ossification In Europe*
Underground gasification research of coal was started In Belgium 
after orld war XI* The Belgians formed a special institution for 
this study. The search pregraam ware carried on Jointly by eeveral 
scientists at the University of Belgium* as well ae by technicians 
from 2$ of the larger firms of the Belgian mining Industry* under 
the direction of the "Soeegas” association. The first Belgian ex­
periment was planned in the mine of Sols la Dane. Tha coal was an­





















The ^ isifloetlon method applied la M i  Xa dam mine am be cXasal~
fled as the gasification of a depleted coal mine. figure 7 indicates 
the genes*! idea of the gasification acthcd used. The reeearoh 
program divided into six phases to investigate each of the follow­
ing problem**
1. Ignition test.
2. Gee production test.
3# OettndMtion of condillens necessary for maintenance and 
control of gasification.
4* teterminatlon of the best possible conditions for produc­
ing various quantities sort varying qualities of gee.
5. Bsperiserits regarding the quenching of the fire.
6. Determination of the beet possible conditions for reducing 
the combustible element in ash, to obtain the beet advance 
of fire in the panel, and the boat composition of the soil 
coco orned.
The following result® of the study have been made public a
1. The coal face mas oaay to ignite despite the fact of its 
compact structure.
2. The firs mas established along the entire gallery of that 
same name (fire gallery)*
3. The progress of the fire in the tunnel mas regular and 
could be directed.
4. m  leakages of either air or gas mere observed up to the 
ma&xam pressure of the blowers.








notwithstanding the fact that the coal bed lice almost 
vertical*
6* The production of the gas, initiated with a decrease in the 
equivalent orifice, has progressed in accordance with this 
reduction and production of the eedbuetlble gas has been 
observed, whenever the equivalent orifice has assumed a 
more or lees constant value* The gasification in a strong- 
ly Inclined vein, such ae in the case with that of Bols 
la Dane, seems therefore, to proceed along a line, similar 
to that observed in the moderately inclined veins of 
Italian lignite*
7» There has bean no indication of explosions and no backflow 
was noted,
d* the temperature of the gas at toe exit of the gallery of 
the ease name (gas gallery) was relatively lew (around 
70*C*),
9, It has been possible to vary to a considerable degree toe 
temperature of the five front, and the flow, as well as 
the ccaqpositloxi, of the gas*
10* In every instance where the established experimental con­
ditions favored regular gasification, there was obtained 
a combustible gas* During various prolonged periods, the 
oalorifie value of the gae varied from 64 B*t*u*/cu* ft* 
to 96 B,t*u*/cu*ft* However, a ®ae having a calorific 
value of 117 B#t*u*/cu*ft, has also been produced, and as
a matter of fact, even values of 133 to 142 3,t,u,/cu,ft, 
have been attained.
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M u m 2.5 *
nitrogen 58.1*166,0%
XTALT7
7Accurate Translation Service, Inc* (Washington, D.C.) op. cit.
The first underground gasification experiment in Italy was mde
la the lignite deposit of Yaldamo (Figure 8). The lignite, «*.<«». 



















Heating value, 8,350 B.t.u.Ab.
The panel prepared for the gasification experiment had the 
following dimensions; the air and the gas gallery each beginning at 
the outcrop, had a length of about 197 feet. They penetrated the 
seam with an inclination nearly equal to that of the stratiw which 
dipped 12 degrees. The air and gas seal walls were constructed about 
65 feet from the mouth of the gallery. The fire tunnel, which con­
nected the ends of the two above-deseribed inclined tunnels, had a 
length of about 197 feet* Thus, a panel was marked off measuring 
131 by 197 feet, with a lignite depth varying between 6 feet 6 inches 
and 13 feet 1 inch at the lower level of the galleries. The total 
quantity of li^ iite in this panel was about 7*900 short tons. The 
hickness of the overburden varied between 39 feet and 96 feet. The 
following conclusions were drawn frost the tests
1. Ignitions The ignition of the panel did not appear to 
offer any complication, despite the high percentage of 
moisture and of ash contained in the lignite of the 
casino seam. In this connection, it was interesting to 
note the ease with which the second ignition was accora 
plished after the fire gallery had been inundated.
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To obtain production of gas readily following the ig­
nition, a ret ted air flow during tb* ignition was prefer­
able to an increased air flow,
2, Qaa Productions Better results ware obtained with a slow 
and gradual increase of the air supply*
3. Quality of Oast The condition necessary for obtaining a
better quality of gas seeded to depend on the mainten­
ance of sufficiently Increased air flow* The available 
blowers did not permit the suurijnua flow, which would 
appear adequate* The average calorific value of the gas 
produced from August 27 to 29 was ascertained as 82 
B.t.u,/eu,ft* In the course of the three periods during 
which there was maintained a constant and sufficiently 
strong sir flow, the following average calorific values 
were ascertained!
August 5, 6 and 7-3 days 96 B,i*u,/eu#ft#
August 18, 19 and 20-3 days 101 B*t,u*/bu#ft« 
August 18 to 29 - 12 days 92 B,t*u*/cu*ft*
The total heat yield - that ie, the relationship between the 
calories contained In the gas and those contained in the burned 
lignite - has bsea established as 68*^ for the period of July 27 
until August 29*
Sines tbs seas percentage In industrial plants gasifying lignite 
exceeds 95#, it seems possible that the calorific value of the gas 
produced by means of underground gasification could be Improved by
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maintaining & suitable arrangement during the period necessary for 
the establishment of heat balance,
m i m M m i i s s . s i i £ i s i s 2 S
OQKPAMI.ITALT
The deposit on which the *Temi" Company is at present conduct­
ing the experiment in question, namely the Colie dell »Oro deposit 
in the vicinity of Temi, consists of three beds of peat lignite, 
which are separated by clay and sand of Pliocene age,
A representative sample of lignite obtained frost the panel sub­







Heating value, 3,577 B,t,u/eu,ft,
For the purpose of this experiment in underground gasification 
on a seal-industrial scale, the Stream Method was adopted. Two 
drifts that had been driven in the bed were connected at their lower 
ends by a horizontal passageway, also driven in the deposit.
Thus, the panel was outlined by the two drifts and the passage­
way, One of the drift# was connected to an air compressor instal­
lation on the surface, while the other was connected with the surface 
installation for washing and utilising the preduet gas.
3a
The first phase of the experiment yielded the following results?
1, The i$iitlon was accomplished readily,
2, The reading* of the pyrometer* installed along the 
reacting face showed the following manner of advance 
in the combustion acnes At 32 feet 10 inches from the 
Ignition point, the temperature increase started after 
3 days, and a regular rise In temperature ms observed 
after 6 days,
At 65 feet 8 inches, regular increase was observed 
after 10 days.
At 131 feet 4 inches, a regular increase was observed 
after 10 days,
3* Experiments which tended to prevent the development of 
roof falls in the fire drift prior to the start of gas 
production were satisfactory,
4* The production of gas waa accomplished by means of an 
increased air flow,
5* A reduction of air flow below a certain limit caused
the fire to more toward the air inlet,
6, The thickness of lignite barriers for protection of 
old workings adjacent to the panel should not fall be­
low a certain minimum,
7, The air and gas drift seals must be so made that the 
lignite which surrounds them will not allow any leakage 
outside of the system, even though the lignite should 
diy.
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8, It seem© possible to maintain in the panel an extended 
fire front during long periods of stoppage or of consider­
able reduction in the air flow* The re-ignition of the 
working site subsequent to such interruptions has been 
accomplished readily*
9* It seeing possible to obtain small quantities of dis­
tilled gas separate from the gasification panel*
10* During the period of gas production, m  average calorif­
ic value of 43 3*t*u*/cu»ft* with a maximum of 64 3*t* 
u*/cu*ft* was obtained. The calorific value of the 
distillation gas reached as high as 68 3*t*u,/cu,ft.
The iTench started the first gasification test in Korocco, The 
fire was set in the Djerada Mine on August 18, 1949* Because of a 
leak, the fire broke out through the outcrop, and delayed the full 
gasification experiment* A new start was scheduled Xbr February 15, 









No further results of this test are available at the present time
4 0
9C. A. Hasten** s Underground Gasification Trials, *Fuel"
4t73 (1951).
Underground gasification research in England in loading the 
planning board stage. The first teat was conducted in a shallow seen 
at Nuump. Spinner, ngland. The method used was similar to the smthod 
used in west Virginia, l.e. the preparation involved horisent&l drill­
ing in the coal seam, instead of tunneling a fire drift ae at Gorges, 
Alabama.
The fire drift was heated carefully by gae burner. The flow of 
air was regulated between 150-330 cu,ft./ain. During the experiment 
which lasted 2 weeks the section was burned out to a width of 20 feet. 
The quality of the gas started to decrease as the unit approached the 
combustion phase of operation. The experiment was continued until 
the fire drift became about 30 feet wide. Figure 9 illustrates the 
principle of layout of gasification test.
The underground gasification test made by the b. S, Juneau of 
Mines had the following objectives to investigate]
1. Can combustion of coal as it exists in the coal bed be 
maintained and controlled?
2. Gan coal in place be completely gasified?
3. The effect of the gasification of coal in place upon the 
overlaying strata. One of the secondary objectives of the 
experiment was to determine the quality md yield of gas
n«wr* 9
that could be obtained under the experimental conditions
existing during this experiment at Gorges,
I, 4164, U, S, Bureau of Kins at • Experiment In lfoder*» ground Gasification of Goal, Gorges, Alabama,»
The first experiment showed the following results*
1, There was no difficulty in maintaining the co®&ustlon 
of coal underground, Zt was possible to stop active 
combustion at the conclusion of the experiment sad then 
to cod the underground residue to examine it, This ex­
amination showed that the operating procedure used re­
sulted in fairly uniform burning of the inner end of the 
coal pillar and of the ribs of the entries,
2, Coal in place can be completely gasified, during the «*-
aperimsxxt# some 236 tons of coal were completely consumed, 
leaving only ash and clinker,
3, Ossification runs were made using an ooqrgem-enriehed air 
blast, an oxygen air steam blast, and oxygen steam blast.
The gas produced had an average heating value of 50,5, 109,9, and
143,5 B,t,u,/cu,ft„ respectively,nThe second test in Gorges, Alabama, Figure 10, yielded the
*\ml e 4651* February 1950, pages 43-491 •Underground Gasifi­












floating value, 29 B,t,u,/cu,ft,
Whftn the temperature of the gases In the outlet stack reached 
8Q5*F\t the combustible constituents began to burn, and the composi­








Heating value, 2 B,t9u/eu,ft,
It is expected that further experimentation mill help overcome diffi­
culties encountered in Gorges,
Ills agsmaa m a a a m  m m c m o *  i m m .  h m . Missouri.
m m m i i m i M
The first shaftleoe under-round gasification test la the 0. S. A.
and out aide of Soviet Russia w  conducted at Huae, Missouri, at 
Sinclair Coal Company*■ Tiger Mine. The awthod uhloh has been de­
veloped In the Mining Department of Missouri School of Mines and
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Metallurgy, approached the underground gasification problem from a 
new point of view. The following steps of gasification can be per­
formed directly from the surface t
1. Electrical carbonization of coal in situ, which yields a 
gas of 550-600 B.t.u./cu. f t.
2. Gasification of residual coke with air, steam and oxygen.
3. Electrical heating and gasification by air in a 
simultaneous cycle.
Various terminology has been developed during this research 
program. The terns are here introduced and defined. B&eeirocarfconi- 
cation is long duration electrical coking process performed under­
ground. Electrolinking is electrical heating of short duration, 
which produces a channel, Hflre drift*1, between bore holes. Electro- 
gasification combines electrical elect roearbontsation with subsequent 
gasification of residual coke with air, oxygen, and steam.






rm discuss ids or the psihcipuss 
or
mnmmomp gasification or fuels
The conversion of various hydrocarbons into gas and oil by gasi­
fication, carbonisation, hydrogenation, and gas synthesis processes 
Is a wall-established technique in eonveotlcnal surface gasification 
plants.
The underground gasification cf fuels is a new branch of fuel 
technology* however, and should be employed under conditions that 
justify its economical and technical application. Tbs technical de- 
velopnaot of underground gasification methods has been greatly handi­
capped comacnly by the lack of understanding of underground gasi­
fication processes.
Factors which must bs considered in planning any underground 
gasification project include tbs geologic. environment of the fuel de­
posit, and the composition of the mineral fuel and ite physical prop­
erties, The variation of these geologic properties of fuel deposits 
influences considerably the applicability of any method of underground 
gasification. Only a selected system of fhel beds can be gasified 
with the desired and predetermined results.
Raw materials like bituminous coal, brown coal, lignite, residual 
oil in depleted oil fields, viscous tar send deposits, end oil shale 
deposits each require different techniques of underground gasification* 
The fuel bed must be prepared to meet definite physical conditions
UB
before underground gasification can be Initiated* therefore * because 
©Is the variable conditions in »ituf underground a^eii*ieation research 
rer|ulres a Hide cooperation among the non ©I allied engineering 
fields such ass geology, wining, chemistry, physics, potr©.iwua engi­
neering, fuel technology, mechanics, etc*
si m k
The underground gasification of coal ia a vary promising new 
branch of coal technology* The tremendous coal reserves wnich could 
become available by the costaereial development of such a process, 
thereby to supplement the gaseous and liquid fuel reqturemont* of 
several nations, are noteworthy.
The ^ canonical features of the under ground appaar
to be sound, but the lack of experience in building large plants Is 
the retarding force in underground gasification at toe sasatit, The 
technique of under round gasification is comparatively difficult 
until a fully developed and understood theory of the process is avail­
able, This understanding can be gained from numerous laboratory ard 
field experiments, which also will train the engineering personnel 
for continuing further this type of work*
A comparison often has been made between the convent!anal type 
gasification retort and the underground gasification unit* with re­
spect to the chemical reactions occurring there Is no difference 
between the two, Hwsever, the techntqae of underground gasification 
itself is widely different freta gasification in retorts*
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The following differences are listedt
1* Difference in fuel bed
2. Difference In fuel used
3* Difference in cmYtronaaeni (retort or fuel bed in situ)
4. Difference in distribution of reaction senes
5. Differenes in controllability of the processes.
1. In an underground coal gasification unit a permeable fuel bed 
nust be prepared firot* There are numerous methods developed for 
this purpose, but eery feu are able to create and maintain a con­
dition in the fuel bed n e a r ly  similar to one in the gasification re­
tort* Permeable channels or openings prepared in the fuel bed change 
In sice and shape as gasification progresses. Also the fuel compo­
sition adjacent to the channels changes in character.
The underground gasification is started from a channel or 
opening in the coal seem, which gradually Changes in diameter* The 
consumed fuel is not replaced, but usually the opening is filled by 
clinker, and melting roof rock, or may stand as an opening for a con­
siderable time. An underground coal bed with a prepared permeable 
channel can be compared with a gasification retort uhieh has a ver­
tical hole through the middle of the fuel charge* If effective gas 
production were to be obtained from this imaginary unit, the design 
of existing gasification retorts would require extensive modification* 
This situation roughly illustrates the condition under which an under­
ground gasification unit must be designed and operated.
2* Tbs fuel eaed in a gasification retort is usually carefully 
•ducted* The particle alec and ash content are kept at the desired
limits. In underground gasification these advantage* do not exist, 
and the available fuel contains a high amount of aah plus all the im­
purities, such as shale associated with the coal sen, It is reason­
able to expect that these non-cowfaueiibl* materials will affect the 
rmterial change between tho gas phase and coal surface and reduce the 
gasification efficiency.
3, The surrounding rook in m  underdrew*! . aaifleation unit cm 
be compared with ths shell of the retort. The ratio of the area of 
the retort shell to the reactive coal surface is considerably saudler 
than tho ratio of the wall rock to the reactive coal surface in an 
underground omit. The high ratio between the active coal surface and 
roof rock results In a considerable heat loss to the formation.
Melting of the surrounding rook underground at points of high 
temperature is encountered and should be avoided. The melted roof 
rook partially coats the coal surface, thereby decreasing the reactive 
fuel surface, the net effect Is a reduction In the quantity of fuel 
which can be converted into qas at the coal face.
1. The sense of chemical reaction in a surface retort are small 
In dimensions. The oxidation sons Is estimated to be about b-6 inches 
in depth and the reduction sons sheet 32 Inches hi#. The total 
height of reaction some Is about 40 inches, tto gasification proceeds 
in the distinction and drying acmes. Should it be attempted to main­
tain similar ratios in an underground gasification unit, the effective 
production capacity of the unit would be reduced to almost nil. The 
reaction a ones extend laterally for considerable distances, hundreds 
of feet, la an underground unit.
5. The actual performance of on underground gasification unit is 
followed by remote control methods. The conditions existing cannot 
be controlled as closely as In a surface unit, nor defined as accu­
rately. Changes in performance must be Interpreted in terras of fac­
tors controlling the process. It is important not only to determine 
the chemical reactions occurring in situ* but also to regulate their 
progress. The proper interpretation and regulation dXi help main­
tain maximum performance efficiency*
How difficult it is to interpret data and properly regulate 
unit operation will be illustrated by some of the conclusions reached 
after the first underground gasification experiment at ‘jorgas* 
Alabama.
The conclusion reached by the Bureau of Mines in regard to 
their first test is contained in R. I* 4164 of the Bureau of Mines 
on page 7i "For a burning face as long os the one used in tills ex­
periment, the air flow should have been greater. This would liavc 
resulted in higher rate of combustion, longer hot seme, md better 
quality gas. To have obtained the results. It Is estimated that a 
blower to produce 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute at 30 pounds
per square Inch gage pressure would be required*.
* * % aThe same test was evaluated by nr, ling. Gunther Fluggs**.
12 N nGunther Flugget £rk§nntni$@u sub der in den ^ erelnigten Staaten von Amerlka durchgsfuhrten Fl&svergasung, Glnekauf 31/32 * 511* 1943
...........   10^ |------- -m .uir—T- o n[T111Tfrr-rr- - -------------— - I, --rrrrr m -----— — Tr_ _  , ,  
Dr. Flugge dram the conclusion from several diagrams* that an in­
crease of the air blast would result the additional reduction of
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of heat ins value of the gas produced, therefore a decrease of the air 
flow should be applied. However, it la the anther's opinion that 
this kind of unit is not workable In thin m m m . The abnormal ratio 
between the cooling surface of rook and the active eo&l surface id 11 
require the burning of 4 large amount of coal before* mj eduction 
40«e will be forced. The continued gasification d u  affect the cross 
section of Hre-4rift, equivalent orifice, to such in extent that a 
large amount of the air bypasses the oxidation a one and results under­
ground confeustion of the gas produced in the reducing *«a*.
The reduction of air flow could increase the hasting veto of gas 
temporarily because of high temperature built up over a considerable 
period of time. The increase of heating value of gas, however, 
would not be hlg* enough to be oonslderedi a gasification process. 
Theoretically, there should be a fixed amount of air which should 
yield efficient gasification in the seas. The reaction channel or 
fire drift mmb be so designed that gasification sones exi&fc In 
proportional length.
The results of the second experiment in Gorges seem to verify 
the opinion that the basic layout of the teethed used is not suitable, 
and also that the opening in the m m  was overdiatmsiusied. If this 
is positively proved at Gorges, the expcrifciant will hava furnished 
an answer to one particular problem, encountered in the underground 
gasification of coal.
The chemical aspects of underground ooal gasification are inti* 
mat sly related to the physical conditions present. Chemical con* 
sideratlons Involve initiating and maintaining reactions which will
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result in the tnmafojmtlon of the solid fuel to the gaseous state.
The reaction senes of a gasification retort can be compared with 
the reaction semes existing In an underground gasification unit. 
Figure 12 represents an illustration of the distribution of reaction 
zones existing in a lire drift. In comparison with gasification 
retorts* the reaction senes in a fire drift are extended horizontally 
along the entire length of the drift. The reaction cones include 
the oxidation sene* the reduction acne* the distillation cone* and 
the drying acne. Limits between them are drawn on the basis of the 
principal reactions occurring.
the oxidation zone may be defined as the zone in whioh complete 
combustion of the coal occurs. The reactions Involved concuss most 
of the oxygen supplied. The ratio of the combustion products 
CO/CO 2 ct the end. of the oxidation sons does net exceed unity.
Combustion of carbon in the oxidation scm  t 
C ♦ 02 - 97*000 kcal/kmd * C02
The sene of oxidation is followed by the some of reduction. The 
reduction sene Is Characterised by the following equations 
C02 ♦ C ♦ 38*200 keal/kmol * 2C0 
H*p ♦ C ♦ 28*200 kml/kmol » MgCO 
CO2 ♦ H2 ♦ 10*000 kcai/kaol • CO ♦ HgO 
C ♦ 2H2 - 21*100 kcai/kaol * CH^
The transition from one sene to the other la continuous and 
characterised by a change of C0/C02 ratio* which nay become as large 
as 10 or more. The heat required to develop the temperature levels 
existing la the reduction sene in an underground gasification unit
Figure 12
is of different magnitude than that required in a gasification retort 
The large cooling surface of the surrounding rock and the heat cor* 
sussed for evaporating the ground moisture affects considerably the 
operating temperature gradient along the reduction aone and the tire 
interval required for its formation.
The distillation sene, which enriches the gas by decomposition 
of organic material by heat (volatile matter) * is formed beyond the 
reduction cone. The amount of volatile matter distilled depends 
on the temperature in the distillation aoae*
Advantage should be taken of the volatile matter escaping from 
the distillation cone for enriching the heating value of the gas of 
m  underground gasification unit.
The operation of an underground gasification unit differs from 
the operation of the conventional gasification retort* tfhen oper­
ating the unit by air blast the maximum consumption of coal occurs 
in the place the air first makes contact with the coal* The uniform 
consumption of coal will be established by reversing the sir blast* 
The disadvantages of the reversal include the followingi time and 
coal are wasted during temperature redistribution underground and the
reversal of the blast will have serious consequence® In east of high-
13ash seams* also rtversal has caused seme explosions*
13C* H* Jones Lloyds Underground Gasification* Transactions of the Institution of Mining Jiglncorsf Vol. 109* Part 21 No* 3317 p* 9* London*
However the advantage of the reversal ia the increase of the pro­
duction capacity of the unit* In continuous operation the oxidation
son® tend# to spread along the entire fire-drift, because the cross* 
section of the reaction cones is increased. The attempt to tasep the 
oxidation cons stationary by regelating air or oxygen blast is 
possible, but the gas producing capacity Is reduced practically 
to nil.
Xt has boon suggested that tbs physical and thermal handicap 
initiated by extensive underground eohbustlcn of coal n*y be over­
come by the introduction of inhibitors, which will retard the form­
ation of C02*
Talkie 4 Indicates the experiments of coke hreese with air and 
oaygan, with and without CClfc.U
VLQms, W,i Some Notes on the Underground Gasification of Coal wcoribufttim*. Vol. 21, Me. 6* 53, 1949*
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TABUS XV
COMBUSTION ON C0K1 M M  WITH AIR A2©orrmi at i 6o> f. vim cci^ inhibitor
CC14
om
Air Air plus CC1, 02 plan CC1> 
0.23 *
COj 17.15 3.75 21.65
SO 12.05 25.95 76.2?
A flu* Kj 69.05 69.95 1,75
% 0.55 0.35 0.25
«r°u C.3,tI60.05 0.25ISO ? 0.35l a w
C0/002 ratio 0.69 7.00 3.53
The removal of CCl^  by condensation is impossible. Cooling to
minus 40 degress still leaves 0,29 per cent volatile, or enough to 
render the gas ineoefcustible. It is expected that further scientific 
investigation will develop proper inhibitors for industrial appli- 
cation.
The idea of using coal duet in the blast should gain more in 
importance when conventional steps of operating an underground gasi~ 
fioatlon unit fail to succeed In gas production.
The "Blow and Stop1 method used to enrich the gas has been used 
in Russian practise, and should be incorporated into the operating 
cycle of the underground gasification as standard procedure. The 
Russians have been using cycles of 4*6 hour of blast input followed 
by exhaust of gas for a similar parted of tints.
Variations in dfiigt and operation of gasification retorts and 
underground gasification units are manifold, whereas the design of 
ths gasification retort has been more or less standardised, the de» 
sign of the underground unit varies and is dependent on ths mode of 
fuel occurrence. Methods of underground gasification developed In 
the past may he classified as followet
1. Underground drifting of fire Galleries t
a. Mining a fire drift for gasification purpose.
Used in U. S. S. R.t Estonia, Germany, and U. S. A. 
b* laeifioatlon of the drifts in depleted mines.
Used in Belgium, 
e. Refilled drifts.
1. Hsndfllled, Used in U. 5. $. R.





a. Drilling from outcrop
Used in England and U, S, 4. 
o* Drilling in pillars
Used in U, S. S* R* and Estonia 
e, Directional drilling from surface 
Discussed as theoretical possibility*
111* Shaft!*** linking of vortical bore holes 
ft* Hydrolinking
Used in U* $* S* R*
b. Air Unking
Used and tested in Serzaany and England
c. UoBtbustional linkage 
Used in U* S. 3* R*
d. Eleetrolinldng and ]&eetroearbonisaticsi
Used in the U* 5, A,
Considering briefly the methods as classified above* one can say 
that underground drifting will create generally too wide an opening 
for gasification* Under certain conditions as in the gasification 
of dipping seams in the U. S. S. E,* it has been utilised success­
fully* Because of tbs cost factor however* even in the U* S* S* ft*
over
a shaftless preparation method is preferred/ths drifting method* To 
these methods the operational procedures such as using steam* coal 
dust* and inhibitors should be incorporated*
m  mi*. m  m .
Oil ihali gasification in aitu is an attractive problem. The ala
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of oil shale carbonization Mill bo the production of liquid hydro- 
carbone. The cracking effect of high temperatures should be avoided 
or minimized.
The application of the LJungsfcrSra method or Fleet rocarbofiiaation , 
which usee an external energy source for carbonization, simplifies 
the operation in situ.
The idea of using the internal heat energy of oil shale for 
creating the required decomposition temperatures, however, is eco­
nomically desirable in areas where the electric power is expensive. 
Technically the problem is similar to the underground gasification 
of coal, but the movement of fire front (oxidation zone) is kept 
uniform end very limited in ite depth. The eoadmetion gas produced 
in the combustion some le used for bringing the fuel bed to the 
carbonisation temperature which subsequently liberates fixed carbon 
for continued operation. The problem is theoretically simple but 
Its technical application is complex. In an oil shale gasification 
retort, operated cm similar principles, the yield of oil reaches up 
to 90$ Fischer, Underground oil shale carbonization in Germany 
yielded oil 40-60 Fischer, The smaller yield from underground units 
is the result of several factors. The underground fuel bed is not 
uniform usually and the movement of fire zones cannot be accurately 
controlled. The local overheating of carbonisation zones cracked a 
considerable part of the oil into gas, lUectrogaeiflcatlon is a 
suitable method for oil shale carbonisation in situ. This method 
would involve electrical loosening of the formation to develop re­
action channels. The carbonization can be continued then by
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combustion of fixed cartoon, The several t emperaiure levels formed 
In the fuel bed could be used as heating elements for tbs continuous 
carbonisation of aurrounding oil shale in thick oil shale deposits* 
Electrical eeftmlsaUflC should be used as long as it is eccncn- 
leaner feasible before the air is introduced and fixed carbon burned. 
The eeonarsioal Xiiait varies as a function of the oil content In the 
oil tilde and the cost of available currant,
2 M L % m m s m & .  rm i m j s m m .
The thermal recovery of crude oil is gaining Importance ae the
oil reserves diminish. The problem is often stswaarlsed und^ r the
title of oil sand gasification. In fact, tbs thermal recovery of
crude oil consists of several continuous and overls ;plng steps.
Indirect heatin ; can be used for increasing the ultimate recovery in
oil fields In the pumping stage. This certainly can be done byit
Igniting the oil sard In the reservoir but/is net the proper step.
In viscous send, and sands with high capillary forces, moderate 
heating will give desired results. In depleted fields which have 
passed the secondary recovery phase of production, we can consider 
the thermal recovery as a tertiary recovery method.
In development of thermal recovery methods for oil fields it is 
neoessary to suit the method to the existing geological conditions, 
tinder the term of oil sand gasification the following steps have 
to be taken under considerations
1, Low temperature heating
Aim* induction of viscosity of oil
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Reduction of surface tension 
F eduction of specific gravity 
T emoml of hydrocarbons restricting the oil 
flow
Remit* Increase of flow of liquid oil 
Method* iaeetrieal heating by immersion heaters 
Heating coils (steam, hot gas)
Directly circulating hot water or gas inside 
of well or threw# the formation 
ilectrocarboniaation1^  which bring* the
15
I r i s h  Sampuus Subterranean Carbonisation of Oil Shale, etc,** Technical Oil Mission Heel 242, Item 37, library of Congress, Washington, », C« (1947)
highest heat concentration in a bore hole 
Dielectric heating
Exothermal reactions of chemicals Introduced 
In the oil formation 
XX# Middle temperature heating
Alms Partial distillation of oil
Partial gas drive by distillation gas 
Increase the pressure inside of dl cats! 
Cleaning the well in considerable distance 
from the bore hole




lit• Higjh temperature heating 
Aim Qaaificaticn of Oil
High temperature distillation 
Additional fractioning of ©11 sand 
Results Increase of flow of liquid oil and gag 
Method* Oil sand eonbuctlon 
Eleetrogaslflcatlon 
Dielectric heating
fho application of electric current in tertiary recovery of 
crud« oil by the «elcctrt«al cndcsnose* could bt mentioned in addi- 
tlon to the thermal electrical mowjr method*
"Sleetri© otidoamcce" can bo defined aa the passage of liquid 
through a diaphragn under the action of the electric current and the 
migration of particles in suspension aa •electrophoresis”* The 





In general, the rook conductivity l* a function of the follow* 
tag variables*
1. Typo of soil
2. Definite anisotrophis® of the passage
3. Chemical nature of salts in the soil
4« Concentration of salts in the electrolyte 
5« Temperature of the sell
6. Closeness of packing and the rock pressure
7. Moisture content in the rook
8. Chemical decomposition characteristics of the rock 
The conductivity of the porous material is always larger than
the conductivity of the components of the rock, which generally ere 
non«eonductors« The increased conductivity Is dependent on the 
presence of electrolytes. The resistivity of porous materials with 
electrolytic conductivity can be computed by the following
fomulai
? « Pore volume
 ^ - n M M i r
electrolyte
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Because properties of rooks are not similar, the characteristics 
of any rock are very different from those of another. The resis ta n ce  
characteristic* of a particular rock type follow a definite trend. 
This is illustrated on the volt-ampere diagram (Figure 13), The 
diagram illustrates the change of resistivity of mineral fuels 
during the heating by electric current. Tbs increasing temperature 
fores a ^ differential resistance” or temperature coefficient of 
electrical resistivity, du/di, which can increase Figure 13, curve 1, 
or decrease Ftjpre 13, curve 2 and 3,
The resistivity ctiange of mineral fuels does net obey 0km't law 
and follow the equation 
I? • 1R
but, inetead, follows the equation
f * 1(1) ♦ Adg.di
This indicates that a small increase in current applied to fuel de­
creases the resistance, and in turn progressively increases the 
current.
The eonduetivlty of hydrocarbons (Figure 13, curve 2 and 3)
seems to be similar to the conductivity of ionised gases,
”"r 17 ™ "  " .... ".......... .........^W. H, Westphal: Physik, Berlin: 306, 1944,
The practical application of curve 1 (Figure 13) for underground 
besting problems is limited. It is applicable for short-duration 
heating such as the cleaning ef ell wells, l,e„ eliminating the
DIAGRAM
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hsrtSroaatfcotai which clog the oil flow into the wall. A do®per hoot* 
penetration can bo obtained by this oothod than by any «th»r hoot* 
lag ayoton applied in oil ***** formiionc, Curve* 2 owl J roprocont 
typical loag«4or«Uac overloading of electrodes during the electro- 
corboiiis&oiion of fuels.
In accordance with the theoretical consideration, the tcaper- 
afcure rise in tho grwsnd fey green* electrode® In hl^ hoot in the 
teodinto vicinity of the electrodes, Boro the our rent density lo 
highest, the current density dlalatabsc oo the square of the radial 
distance. The following equation hoc boon coed to esiiwate tho ton-
IIperature rice of tho ground ot tho electrode,
0, Toylori tho Curreiit-UKdliig Capacity of Earth floe- trades, Report (Eef, F/fd1) of tho British Osotrical and ailed Industries,
t * Tin* in second ti
H0M W »  carbonisation in tho fool m m  takes place at a higher ton- 
porotnro than 100»C and tho temperature greatest in tho fool bod 
follows a different pattern, therefore, the aquation cannot bo 
applied to ooaspoto tho tenpersturee of tho elect roc arbord nati on 
prooooa in site.
i * 4/c»?
j * Resistivity of rock 
e - specific boat 
<3 * density of coil
The heating of hydrocarbons like coal, oil shale, and oil sand 
sill start along the line of least electrical resistance within the 
cease, and gradually Will progress until an ef fective mace of mate­
rial la carbonised completely (Picture* 5 and 6)* The carbonised 
mass between the electrodes la an ellipsoid whose else and shape de­
pends on the spacing of electrode#, the thickness of the sees, and 
the electrical Cttisotrophlaa of the mineral fuel,
m  w m m m  m s m b m
The application of electrical carbon! action for underground gaa- 
lflection opens a new abroach to the problem still unsolved, i, e, 
the preparation of an efficient and economical underground reifi­
cation imit, The Justification for the application of electreecxtse­
lection is the elimination of expensive preparation of deep-lying 
fuel seams by shaft sinking end drifting. The preparation of c unit 
from the surface through boreholes would reduce this cost measurably. 
The second difficulty often encountered 1c the by-passing of air in 
wide underground openings which deteriorates the heating valum of the 
gas. Gasification channels of fire-drifts of small crocs section 
are desired.
Theoretically, if electric current is passed directly through 
a fuel bed, tbs heat developed should induce a coking process of 
organic material in the fuel Uyer. The controlled introduction of 
air, caygsn, etc,, into the permeable fuel bod should convert the 
residual material into gas, leaving only ash and clinker in the *
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The Elliptical Carbonisation Pi#in* in R
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-lectroearbonlsation ef coal in retorts has bear* used in several
countries* It has been proved that the coal at higher temperature
good 19is a/ electrical conductor, (figure 14) 7 The uee of electric
T^echnical Paper 180, The Pennsylvania State Cellefej 54,1950,
power in surface plants for carbonisation purpose or for gas goner* 
at ion, appears to be economical only at localities where lew-cost 
electric power la available*
Xn underground elect rocarboni* at ion the ratio between current 
Input and gae output ie not of major importance. The economical 
question is how much will the underground fuel coot and vdrnt will be 
the over-all efficiency of the gasification.
In principle | the underground EXectrocarboniaatiock la an elec­
trical resistance heating process with all the typical character- 
lstica cowman to this kind of heating, Thc^ e include the foUwiagt
1, Simple construction
2, Low cost of maintenance
3, Simple regulation of temperature
4, High heat effleioncy
In addition underground Hlectrocarbonlsatlon ie a "chafUeta* gasi­
fication method, 1, e,9 no underground drifting or shaft sinking is 
necessary for the preparation of the fuel bed. Figure 15 shows a 







e l e c t r i c  p o w e r
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Tbs undergreunti electrocarbooi s&ti m  of coal by electric currant 
produces gae of 500*600 B.t,u,/ctt*ft* plus a liquid condensate of tar 
and amaonla during the initial phase of operation* Induced permea­
bility of the seam results fro® the decomposition of coal* In the 
second phase# the gasification of residual coke can bo psrfortasd by 
any conventional gasification process.
In the development of ;lectrocarbonisationf steel pipes have been 
used as electrodes* These transfer the current to the seam and also 
collect the escaping gas of the seam* To develop an underground 
electrical method for beating the mineral fuels, net hods of reaching 
temperatures of d0CKi000*a were investigated*
The conductivity of coal increases with increasing tenpereture * 
During the electrical heating of oil shale or oil sand the initial 
oleetrolytleal conductivity of these materials is reduced m  the 
electrolyte Is removed by vaporisation* Other steps are necessary 
for the continued heating of this type of rock* Because of tht* 
hydrocarbon content of oil shale m6 oil sand a new "arili isial* 
conductivity was obtained by application of current densities of 
0,1 * 0*4 A /cm * The electric current decomposed the organic miter 
and forced a series at* ramifying fixed carbon channels in the seam* 
Thus the substitution of electrolytical conductivity by the conduc­
tivity of fixed carbon supported continued heating of hydrocarbons 
like oil shale and oil sand* The decomposition of organic natter in­
to the coke is Illustrated in Picture 7#
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flJUSD-CAm* uma(black) IB TBS HiKSHalTS
?3.eetrolytlc&l conductivity for the heating of oil iwdi is re­
quired when no fixed carbon sons can be forced in the oH ccod 
reservoir,
r n m a m s m
The lock of knowledge of the principle# of undergrenand electro- 
carbonisation of bituminous coal required that laboratory investi­
gation bo conducted before any field test of underground electro- 
carbonisation could be planned, The following question® had to be 
answered by laboratory research}
1, What is the electrical resistivity of the coal to be 
eleeiiceatbenlsed?
2, Can the cod be carbonised in bulk using the de­
signed electrodes (Figure 16)?
3, Is the decomposition of the cod produced by the 
electric current sufficient to disintegrate the coal?
4« shat will be the shape of the effective field of coal 
carbonised and the general condition of the reeldud 
ookev
§, What quality gas can be produced from cod by elec­
tric current?
6, What are the operating conditions for perfordng the 
carbonisation la citu?
with these data in hand, the field experiment could be starred, Ac 
mentioned previously, coal at ordinary temperatures is a poor con­





t*mperoture, the coal conductivity Is rapidly increased. The re­
sistivity limits of coal between 10^ -10® oh»-c» mod 10*^ eJ*m-em 
require that an electrical installation (figure 17) of variable 
voltage control be used to cost the great variation in resistivity 
encountered during electrocarbonisation.
the laboratory maasuretsenis of electrical resistivity of the 
Tiger coal from Buns, Missouri, Mere made by the substitution method. 
Two measuremarnts, made with different samples, gave the following 
values s
61.4 X IQ6 ote-cn  
13.8 X 106 ohjw-aB
Because coal in situ, and especially in a borehole, is covered with 
a film of moisture, a msasuresmnt with wetted cod samples was made 
to simulate field conditions. A film of water was placed over the 
face of a coal cube. The ohm meter nasasureanats showed values of 
$00,000 «* 600,000 ofo-cn. The variation in resistivity values ob­
tained by the two methods indicate that the correct values of elec­
trical resistivity of coal in situ can be obtained, if the measure- ♦
dents are made under natural conditions. The moisture loss is not 
the only factor influencing the change of resistivity after the sam- 
pls is removed from the formation. The relief of rock pressure also
will affect the reeietivity.¥
It the reeietivity values obtained la the laboratory are used, 
unusually high voltage requirement results from the computation. For 
example, using the following equation of Resistance of the
ELECTROCARBONIZATION
A C
- — — ■ ~
Figure 17,
Electrode (pipe) to the around*, the resistance of the elect rode com*
lasted free laboratory resistivity aoaauremertbs is as follows*
p ln 1 » length of eleetrodoE » U — — -
2 n 1 r * radios of electrode
j* resistivity of coal 
»1 - 3.96 x IO6 (| - 61.4 x 106ohm-e»)
Hj » 6,02 x 10® (j2 * 13.8 x IO6 ohn-Ctt)
The total electrode surface (Table 5) ie 50.7 cm2 and the sdn*
*
Inurn current requirement at O.lA/ci^  per electrode is 5*07 amperes.
If this current were to be impressed through a resistance of*
3.56 x ID6 or 8.02 x 10$
the voltage required would bet 18,05 x 10^  or 40.66 x 10*
This estimation of required voltage is higher than sen be tolerated 
for the practical application of elect roc aHxxiisati on. Another ex- 
tlaate of actual coal resistivity was made from a field 
of the resistance of an electrode 2 feet long and 2.8 inch 0.0.
X«k this ease a resistance of 50 ohms was msaeured. The test was made 
in an epen pit in which the coal possessed similar electrical 
characteristics to the bulk coal used in the laboratory experiment.
The resistivity of coal which has an electrode resistance to 
the ground of 50 ohm is approxlsmtely 9*503 ohm-cn, for the follow­
ing estimation an arbitrary value of 10*000 ohm-ma wae used. Using 
the value of 10,000 ohm-os the resistance of a snail electrode Is 
about 581 ohm. This requires about 2990 volts for a "break down" 
(jgao|fa| tioiag] of coal resistivity. Results from the first lab­
oratory test (Table 5) show that the starting value oi tbs-
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i . Tim e Min 0 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25
o— • Voltage V 224 791 798 798 798
3 . Amperage A ‘ 1 .0 2 .6 3 .0 3.1 3.3
4 . Current density i  a  A/can2 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07
5. Load W a tt 204 1596 2310 2380 2520
6 . VA VA 224 2057 2360 2498 2633
7. Power factor f o .9 l 0.7B 0.98 0.9$ 0.96
a . Impedance Ohm 224 384 270 257 228




5.50 5.50 6.50 7.50 ^.50 8.50 9.50 10.50 11.50
784 1300 1200 n oo 1100 1210 1210 1210 1210
3.4 4.86 5.40 5.7 6 .1 6.2 6.8 5.6 5.0
0.07 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.11 0 .10
2660 5260 5800 5960 6040 7040 7920 6600 5940
2697 631S 6480 6270 6710 7502 3228 6776 6051
0.98 0.83 0.90 0.95 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.97 0.98
228 268 222 193 180 195 178 216 242
52 134 U 4 118 H 9 139 156 130 117
REMARKS: Shape of Electrodes - pipe.
Material «• steel,
'  *
Size of Electrode - l£tt O.D. 2M long. 
Distance between Electrodes - 30".
*  ♦
Surface area of the Electrodes, 50.7 erf', 
Depth of the Electrode 3”.
11.50 12.00 12.00 12.5 15 18 23 23 41 50
1390 1390 147 344 93 65 47 67 60 37
5.8 5.8 24.6 49 23.8 33.4 33.8 29.0 31.5 -
0.11 0.11 0.49 0.97 0.47 0.66 0.67 0.57 0.62 -
8000 7800 3570 6600 2100 2100 1650 1900 1750 1920
8062 3060 3616 7056 2233 2171 1588 1943 1890 -
0.99 0.97 0.99 0.93 0.95 0.99 0.98 0.92 -
239 239 5.97 2.93 3.91 1.95 1.39 2.31 1.90 -
158 155 70 130 41. 43. 33 37 35 38
■
resistance was abwjfc 204 ohm* This reached the ssaxinnaB of 384 ©has*
The load density at the moment of eleetrolinJdag m» G,li sap/cm2 *
For an actual eai^onissaiion test* voltes® regulation Is neces­
sary* The test mad© with electrodes (Figure 16} proved that success­
ful operation at a lower voltage than expected fyon the laboratory 
resistivity measurements of dry coal could be maintained* It was 
possible to produce carbonisation gas and disintegrate the m m  for 
further gasification with air (Picture C), The results of the first 
test are represented in Table 5 and Figure IS*
The principal aim of the first test waste prove the physical 
possibility of the method*
The second test was similar to the first* ^ewever* gas measure- 
meats were made at various current densities* and the ratio between 
power input and gas output was computed* Laboratory iseacurassent® 
were limited to those which were required to transfer the operation 
frost the laboratory to the field* The results of the second test are 
represented in Table 6 and Figure 19* The eleetrolinkiitg was per* 
formed at 0*13 apm/ssr» which is slightly higher than during the first 
test* The electrode started to melt at 8*8 anp/tr/’* and was complete­
ly burned off at 10*4 amp/om^*
The interpretation of data (Figure 18 and Table $) can be sum­
marised as follows!
Curve 1 - Resistance increased because of the evaporation of 
moisture content*
Curve 2 - Resistance declined because of the iaeretoc of tem­
perature along the least electrical resists**# in the
62
Flctura 6.
DliURTKttmD COAL (croB«-a*ction/ AFTER *l.ajmUKKIKO 




1. Test Electro linidng
2. Time Min. 0 2 3 5 10 20 30
3. Voltage V 1400 1800 240 35 * 32 31 29
4. Amperage A 0.2 •cnto•-4- 32 30 32 32
5. Current density A/crn^ 0.005 0.13 0.10 0.87 0.82 0.87 0.87
6 . VA VA 280 864 838 1110 960 992 928
7• Load IVatt
8* Pov/er Factor col?
9. Impedence Ohm 7000 375.0 6.5 1.09 1.07 0.97 0.91
10. Load density VA/cm2 7.6 23.5 24.1 30.4 26.1 27.0 2 5 . 2
11. Ratio gas/current - ..5 1:1.7
(B.t.u./B.t.u.)
• EuflCTBDCARBONIZATICK LABORATORY TEST 
Run No. 1 ___ ___ _ Run No. 2
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 n o 120 130 150 155
28 *c6 26 26 21 20 20 20 20 21 21 21
34 37 37 37 38 40 46 49 50 88 88 88
0.92 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.09 1.25 1.33 1.36 2.39 2.39 2.39
952. 962 962 . 962 798 800 920 980 1000 1848 1848 1848
0.82 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.55 0.50 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.24 0.24 '0.24
25.9 26.1 * 26.1 21.1 21.7 21.7 25.0 26.6 27.2
• V
50.2 50.2 50.2
1:4 1:4 — 1.2:1 1.3:1 1:2.6 1:2.6 1:2.2 1:2.6 1:1.7 1:1.8 1:1.7
I - f • ' ' M' '
Run Mo, 3_________ ___________ No. 4______________.________________ i
180 195 210 225 240 255 275 280 281 290 305 320 335
20 14 14 13 25 24 21 21 21 20 20 20 20 I
100 75 79 76 114 120 129 129 129 138 148 148 148 !
2.72 2.04 2.15 2.06 3.10 3.26 3.50 3.50' 3.50 3.75 4.02 4.02 4.02
2000 1050 1106 988 2850 2880 2709 2709 2705- 2709 2760 2960 2960
1000 1100 970 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400
0.95 0.99 0.98 0.84 0.83 0.88 0.88 0.88 C.88 0.88 0.81
0.81
0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14
54.4 28.5 30.1 26.9 77.5 78.3 73.6 73.6 73.6 73.6 75.0 80.4
80.4
1:1 1:2.4 1:1.6 1:1.2 1:5 1:4 1:1.5 7:1 3:1 2:1
1.8:1 1.8:1
REMARKS: Shape of electrode - pipe.
Material - steel.
Size of Electrode - 1" Q.D., 2" Long,
Distance between Electrodes - 20".
Surface area of the Electrodes, 36.8 cn£. 




coal* The tormtim of tar ait! plastisislng the coal 
increase* the resistance on the end of curve,
3 * Higher e v m i  density was required in order to eon* 
tiaue the decomposition of coal.
Cere* 4 * The resistance started, to increase because of the 
plaatlaising of coal*
Curve 5 * The Mareak*throu^ h,» (Elect relinking) followed after 
the gaa escaped from coal md the solid coke was 
forced, which Is a good conductor*
Curve 6 * An operation using proper voltage control (induction 
regulator) could follow the dotted line of operation, 
which eliminates the sudden «lrssk~throughM *
The interpretation of data on Figure 19 and Table 6, which re» 
late to the second test, are susnarisedt
Cwvea lt 2, 3 * Indicate the c^heating phase of carbonisation. 
Curve 4 * Illustrates the carbonisation phase of experiment, 
Curve 5 * A smooth curve during the preheating Will simplify
the carbonisation Wien proper equipasert is available. 







Hasting value 476 B*t*u./cu*ft* 








'During the laboratory investigation special emphasise was placed 
upon the problem of electrolinking* It was found that whan enough 
power is available, the elect relinking can be performed in a few 
ninnies (Figure 20)* If & channel can be formed between the elec* 
trodes in the coal seam, a short-time electrical heating will open 
a large tommgs of coal for further gasification with air*
n £ M  m % m m ei
the laboratory electrocarbonisation experiment® showed that the 
pimeess could be applied on a eemll-ccale. If the acme procaas were 
to be utilised on an Industrial scale It would be necessary to carbon- 
lae and gasify thousands of tons of coal through a few bore holes, 
which sometimes would reach to a considerable depth beneath the 
surface,
scaling the laboratory teat to the requirements of full also 






essentially ttlndlar to the one propooed for the li^ or&tofy invaeti* 
nation, ktmmr* to tin following prohlm were desiredi 
1# 9eai#*ing cad tooting of required oqulpaMot,
2, Inveotlge&icn of the o^otrooarbonimio^ i of coal,
3* Investigation of th» loot relinking of coal,
4* Investigation of Ileetrogastfloatlcici of coal,
5, Investigation of the gasification of cod by air,
6, Xnvcotigttti.cn of the economical aspects of electrical 
hooting of cod sooai combined with the gasification 
by air.
The field oKpsrJAcnt was undertaken at the Tiger Kino, Huns, 
MU io mA (figure  21), ThoSlaslair Coal Company ge&orotaoly coo* 
tinned to support the field work fallowing eawplotien of the ichor* 
story investigation.
The bituminous coal of the Tiger Mine belongs in the ulborry 











l rccdtaate Analysis 
•Fol&tlla matter 30,05$
F M  carbon 51,70$
Asti X8#25>
(Fletcher Atolysis at SOO*S)
1b® p a irft l geological section in  the -vicinity of the test is 
represented by Lo# $©# 1*
Leg Bo. XDepth thickness
i&ss Is KateriajL f— t Inches
0* 3* 3" Surface clay and sand a 3
a* 3 * is* a« Sand stone 9 11
l#» a* 26* 6* Arg, ©hale t 4
26» 6W 28* 6" Gcal 2 0
In the deveiepwmit of underground f&eetroe&rbooicAtioo j- -oceas, 
sm attempt ms made to produce & hi^ -^u&lltar gas* the quantity ms 
considered seoca^ sry during the preliminary stage of testing.
For a fie ld  »lectrocaib<mi&&tion Installation a variable volt* 
ago transformer Is desirable* This requirement eoulrf net be set when 
the first underground electroearbcnlsatlon test was started in 
August, 194#, 'The only available unit was a 500 k9k  transformer 
(33,000/72300 V ). The capacity of the traiaforwsr was sufficient for 
the experts*!**, Inti voltage control was not possible. It was de­
cided, however, to was the unit fo r preliminary testing. This trans­
former {Picture 9} and an oil switch comprised the equipment avail­
able at the start ef field teat, ilectrodes similar to those (pipe)
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I n s t a l l a t i o n  of T ran sfo rm er
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used during the laboratory teste were used in field.
the electrodes used during the first test were 2.8* O.D. and 
20*' long. The first underground electroc&rbcniration test wee con­
ducted underground and underwater.. The water level was about 11 feet 
over the coal com. The current application only lasted £-6 ^ lnutee. 
The rapid drop in resistance which followed Indicated only that it 
was possible to duplicate the laboratory test in the field, the 
minima* voltage required for initiating gasification m*> also de­
termined. After the water ovnperated . it was expected that the 
resistance of the coal would increase. However by that ti&* the coal 
in the immediate vicinity of the boreholes} was heated considerably 
and the reelstivlty decreased, thereforet it was found that the 
available voltage (2400V) was sufficient to permit field operation.
The gas produced during the first test consisted of a steam-gas 
mixture (Picture 10).
Following this initial success. a second test sits was prepared. 
This experiment was started with improved equipment. A water rheo­
stat was built and placed in the circuit (Figure 22 sad Picture 11). 
In addition, a new type of electrode was designed (Figure 23) whicht
acted as a current conductor, a gas collector, and an air-left pump. 
Sefore the operation, the water was blown out of the borehole. 
Carbonisation ws# started than by applying current. The first under- 
ground carbonisation was obtained with an electrode spacing of 20
V
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Hosting mlm 5&5 B.t.u./cu.£t.
This $m was siadlar to th© goo produced la the laboratory#
tawing the preliminary investigation, the conclusion* reached 
were the following*
1# to& X  c a n  fee? c.t'i.: *,«•<> "undergromnd b y  s & s c tr o o a H K s i—
lactic*.
2. The decomposition of coal by electric current made the 
seam permeable to air for a distance of 2D foot*
3* Combustion could be started after the current was 
interrupted.
4* The carbonisation gas quality was similar to the gas 
obtained in the laboratory measurements.
Halting of electrodes was sms problem which required consider- 
aticn. The maximum current-carrying capacity of the electrodes 
during long duration loading was ascertained from continued experl- 
mentation. Hcwswtr, three sets of electrodes were melted with 
300-400 It?A within a period of 30 minutes. This resulted because the 
auger boreholes reached the fire clay, below the coal. This caused
an arcing between the electredea and the fire clay, and the elec* 
trades melted,
4 new phase of the Inventlg«&ton was started alter & special 
voltage regulator (auto transformer) was obtained* A large scale 
underground ©lectrocarboniaaticm and Reification test has been eon- 
sidored the final phase of the research program* the sketch of field 
Installation Is ahem on Figure 26* Seenomic conditions did net per** 
ait the installation of an electrofilter and exhauster* For this 
reason the gas was removed from the formation under its own pressure* 
For Industrial application, where the eor^ iete recovery of tar is 
necessary, an electrofilter should be included and the gas withdrawn 
with an exhauster*
The results of the first JLectrolixndng test made with the 
etxto transformer are Indicated on Table $ and Figure 27* Electro* 
linking was obtained at 0*37 A/cta*, which is highsr than that used in 
the laboratory* The current density in this ease increased, whereas 
only a small load was used for starting the operation in the labor­
atory* miring the operaticm in field (Picture 12), a gas waa pro* 
duecd with a maximum heating value ef 600 B*t*u*/eu* ft* (Figure 28)*
A sample ef the condensate analysed by fractional distillation 
provided the following dates
ASALT3I3
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V - Indicating VoltmeterHV - Recording Voltmeter
A ~ Indicating tametsr
HA - Recording Ammeter
¥ • Indicating wattmeter
RhT - Recording Wattmeter
TS • Voltage RegulatorOils * Oils witch
CO ~ CompressorPVT • Orflee meter for gas and air fl«m P » Pressure gagesR - Recording Pressure gageX • k5ix-cn«rmocoupxe I*** corn©**H • Heat ExchangerEL m Electrofllter (not installed)EX • Exhauster (not installed)0 • Oaa holder
CO2 * Recorder3.G# - Spcial Gravity Recorder Bfu - STU recorder
1. Time Min 0 12 24 * 30 39
. Voltage V 1200 L200 1400 1650 1640
3. Amperage A 132 103 126 156 209
4. Current density i rr A
cut'
0 .11 0.09 0 .11 0.13 0.17
5. Load KVT lUb 122 170 240 324
6. KV-A VA 156 123 176 250 343
7. Power factor Cos'? 0.911 .0.992 0.966 C.960 0.945
8. Impedence Z 9.1 11.7 11.2 10.7 7.0
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Table .3.
ELECTDaCA ’.IONISATION— 2. FIELD TEST
i
51 69 120 276 330 354 426 433 474 30 60 90 120 150
1400 1400 1400 1530 1600 1360 1320 200 200 224 224 220 216
156 210 ' 240 372 466 456 456 600 720 325 975 1020 1110 1260
0.13 0.17 0.20 0.31 0.39 0.37 0.37 0.50 0.60 O .69 0.31 0.85 0.92 1.05
216 283: 335 575 720 619 600 140 jap 173 204 207 222 246
218 294 336 537 746 620 602 144 135 213 224 240 267
0.990 0.980 0.997 0.979 0.965 0.998 0.997 0.972 0.962 0.936 0.924 0.925 0.921
9.0 6.7 5.3 4.3 3.4 3.0 2.9 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 .2
RSUARKS: Shape of electrode - pipe.
Material of Electrode - stainless steel. 
;ise of lectrode - 3*5n 0.T . - 17'* long. 
Distance between Electrodes - 20*.
Depth of Electrode - 21* 6n.
Resistance with Tre : er - 10 and 6.4 ohm. 
Impedence - 9*1 ohm,














Total distilled to 662*f, 62,21
Residue (pitch) approx, 2Z*,£|
During this tost, special sfcainlea© steel electrodes ware 
used. They did not shew any sign of melting after the teat m* 
finished (Picture 13), Compare the ordinary at eel electrode after 
the elect relinking teat (Picture 14). The temperature ^auremente 
of the gee at the top of the electrodes Indicate that the resistance 
of the electrodes balances Itself during the process of earbcnlaatiei 
(Figure 29), Residual coke was by Introduction of sir to
show the physical possibility of so producing the producer gas. The 
following analysis sheers that gasification was started in the coal 
seam, but the gas contained & considerable amount of carbonisation 
gas, which was swept from the seam together with the producer gas,
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Heating value 263 £.t.u./eu.ft.
The heating value $ which is higher than could bo expected 
theoretically from producer g&a, indicates that &om carbonisation gas
was still nixed with the gas produced.
m m m m  ql mnmrnmz
The economics of underground .;iectroc.irbonisatloii e*» be die- 
cussed best under two separate heeding at l&eatrolinidcj: and ulectro- 
carhonination#
□.ectroliaktug has been defined as a short duration electrical 
carbonisation process. its aim is to produce a physical cwamt&m 
(reaction charnel) bet.ween electrodes through which a sufficient quan­
tity of air can be passed for contlnu&d gasification. The process of 
KleetroUJddng also raises the teaper&tur* of the fuel X&yur to Its 
Ignition temperature#
gleetrocarbeniaction Is defined as long duration electrical 
coking process.
The essential cost factor la preparing an Slaetroearboni sat ion 
or ilectrolinking unit for operation is the drilling east of bore 
holes. Therefore, it is important to roach the gaxlmum distance be­
tween electrodes which will still permit gasification by air.
HZ
Practically, It is p ossiblc to break through a connection between 
bare holes o w  several hundred of feet* Heww, the gas Baking 
capacity of ouch a unit and the compressor requirement assy be im­
practical from a technical standpoint.
The srelfalnary e^rimantation of HaotartUalAng and leotro- 
carbonisation 'were made over a distance of 30 to 60 foot,
to evaluate the economics of underground gasification of coal, 
the term "fuel cost** is introduced. The fuel coot of an underground 
gasification unit is identical with the cost of fuel us ad in the con­
ventional gasification retort. It is the cost per ton of coal re­
quired for the preparation of the coal roam for underground gasifi­
cation purpose, plus the purchase price of the coal In place (royaltyX 
In stripping areas the cost of coal in situ m y  be $0,10 per ton of 
coal, however, this is not the fuel cost of the underground **asifi- 
oalim unit, Tbs bulk coal cannot he gasified without a certain 
amount of underground work. The coal bed has to be made permeable 
for gasification. This can be aocoopiUsbed by mining (drifting), 
horisorital drilling, or using some other energy source such ss elec- 
trie current.
In order to compare the latest development in Sbaftlsss under­
ground gasification with process using underground mining or bori- 
sental drilling, the cost of "chftiinelilfc par foot of fire-drift 
length1 will be introduced. Ordinarily, the cost of drilling vertical 
fire-drift connecting bore holes for underground gasification is re­
quired for all underground gasification methods. Therefore, the cost
of fire-drift In the coal bod Is the actual comparative cost item of 
various methods of gasification under comparison. renting for 
underground gasification purpose is expensive* Kewly developed con­
tinuous mining machines will decrease this cost, but will not solve 
the technical difficulties encountered in the use of wide openings
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for gasification p urpoaes.
Horizontal drilling is the next cheapest method, but it usual­
ly requires an outcropping seam, which can be sealed along the out­
crop* In comparing the cost of fhel in a retort with that of an 
underground unit the following factors require consideration*
2m M tofUwi M. MS&. M a m a *  aMMUwttm M l
1, Price of coal In Bine 1. ^ oet of coal in ground
2* Transport ;tion 
3* Handling and filling 
the retort
Total price 17*00-8,00 
per ten*
2* Preparation cost by
a* Mining a fire-drift, or 
b* Horizontal drilling, or 
c* Energy cost of drilling 
or channeling by electric
heating
The tonnage of eoal made available by the preparation of cue 
underground gasification unit depends on several factors* The dis­
tance between electrodes Is of great importance* It is limited by 
the maximum distance effectively penetrated (channeled) by electro- 
linking* This was 60 feet* However, longer distances can be 
channeled, and therefore the amount of fuel available can bo in­
creased* The volume of coal available between electrodes was cal­
culated from the consideration that the effective gasification field
m
is an ellipse with shorter axis about half of the length of th® long 
feds, ’mis relationship was recognised during th© laboratory tests 
of EtMliSMitOBlttUdn*
An underground gasification experiment in England# *#*ich <as 
carried on as a continuous operation over a ported of twelve weeks, 
indicated that th© width of the gasification son© was about 40£ of 
the length of fire-drift* the effective gasification field had m  
elliptical shape*
the following represents a theoretical estimate of fuel costs at 
Hume If an industrial underground gasification unit should be built* 
An electrode spacing of 50 feet is assumed*
1* tonnage available: The electrodes aro assumed to be at 
the focal points of an ellipse. The dimension® of the 
gasification field between the two electrodes ares 
a* 58 feet s&jor axis 
b* 29 feet minor axis
A total tonnage of 460 short tons of coal can bo gasified 
between the two electrodes*
2* fuel costs
Cost of preparation
a* Drilling and sealing of 2 boreholes (total
feet drilled 50) 1200.00
b* Channeling energy* 5000 kw-h 
($0*02 per kw-h)
«* Cost per ton of seal I 0.65
U5
d* Royalty
fuel cost per ton of underground
,9,.19
fuel (coal)
tatio between conventional gasification fuel
# 0.75
and wider ground gasification fuel 10*1
Coat of chassneltng par foot of fire drift 
At current cost of lc/kw-fe, the fuel coat
1.73
will be
per ton of coal, and tha cost per foot of
i 0.64
fire-drift f $ 0.96
The estimated feel cost is higher than should be expected from 
lArg*~*ccle industrial underground gasification unite* The reduction 
of coat of fuel will depend on the following footer* t
1* The current cost of 2c/k*-h at Buss le high* for Instance9 
in Alabama current Is available at 1 c/kw-tt. Surreal can 
be produced with underground gas cheaper than in a con­
ventional steam electric plant* Current at 0*5 e/W-h 
should be readily obtained from an underground gaslfleatien 
unit*
a* The cost of drilling and pressure grouting cm be reduced, 
(a figure of 4*00 per feet of 10-inch hale vac used in ee- 
tiaatlon) *
5* The recovery of tar and gas and residual heat in the ee«n 
will reduce the coet of unlergmnifuel*
4* Operating in thicker eeane will reduce the fuel coet per
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ton of coax * For instance the fuel c ost in a 6-foot seam 
with an electrode spacing of 50 feet will be $0,33*
5# The time of electrical operation can be reduced by using 
short-duration heating*
6* The fuel coat can b© reduced by increasing the distance 
between electrode®, with 100-foot spacing 1800 tons can 
be effectively gasified bet*«en boreholes in 2 foot sea®. 
The fuel cost will be 10.25 per ton of coal, or $0,87 
per foot of channeling,
mmmm of gxpBR»s»rAt sssmars gr ^ gormuiicm
layout of electrodes (Picture 15)#
Figure 30 illustrates the arrangement of electrodes for this 
test. The Klect relinking with a 6-elect rod© pattern had the advan­
tage that "break-through” was performed batmen different pairs of 
electrodes:
1. K2 - $2
a. S3 - s;
3. ^
*. h - %! t5. \  - *3
The experimental data for the "break-through" between ^  - S*1 are 
represented in Table 9* The first ecsuiectlon between boreholes was 
formed in 15-20 minutes (figure 31)* The heating was continued to 
develop a good connection between the boreholes. The actual heating 
period lasted 4 hours. The required power consumption for this 



































































































































KM# per foot of fire-channel length.
Heotrollnldng Is the cheapest underground preparation Method 
for underground gasification. Also it creates a fire-drift which is 
properly dlaMMtseiened and pewits the production of producer gas from
the mcaaont air is Introduced into the sear.,
the first gasification test with air was started between bore­
holes Sg - Kj which had the best connection fee* air passage. Table
410 ©resents a cycle of gasification toy currant and air. The gas 
analyses represent the gas caspositton obtained front several gasi­
fication cycles.















































































































































































































































*2 53.15* 174 B.t.u./cu.ft.



















From the 6-cleotroda esperlawnt $ the following canalusions can 
he nadet
1» Slcotrollnldag it an applicable wethod for preparation at 
\mttargpom6 pacification unite.
2. The ratification fey air c»» be continued and producer gam
produced In continuous operation.
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The maximum gas amount measured was 3500 cu, ft,/hr, or about 
27% of the toted amount of air introduced in the seam.
Shortcomings encountered dir lag this teat included the lose of 
gas through previously gasified area and through top ceiling.
During this experiment an attempt was made to develop a fire 
front between electrodes E2 Sj# This was actually accompl ishM.
The attempt to bum this sons uniformly in the direction of e*
was not successful, Th® gas passed along preferred zones inside of 
the coal scam and the gasification could not be controlled effectively.
M m m B m m m pn
Gasification of horizontal, thin coal seams is difficult, .Eco­
nomically, the problem has been attractive, and therefore both under­
ground gasification experiments in this country (Gorges, Alabama and 
Hume, Missouri) were conducted in coal deposits which for successful 
experimentation require a good understanding of the problems of 
underground gasification.
Most of the difficulties encountered in gasification of hori­
zontal seams have been due to the improper else of fire-drift built 
in the ooal seam. This difficulty is considerably reduced when elec- 
t roc urbanization of coal Is applies to gasification in place. An­
other negative factor in underground gasification of thin seams is 
the large cooling surface of rock surrounding the coal bed. Therefor* 
it takes a long time before proper temperature level is reached in 
the fire-drift and actual gasification can be started.
All attempt a to control falling of the roof rock haws failed in 
practise. It is doubtful if this control can be exorcised
125
effective!f In horizontal seasts,
clectrocarbonisation may be the solution to these gasification 
problems, The short-duration electrical heating (^ ect relinking) may 
hare to be extended o w  a period of tine (EleetroearhenlsetlaR) to 
prepare an ideal fuel bed for further gasification. The fuel cost 
win t* increased in this case. Actually, the largest cost factor is 
the price of current available. If the application of lectroearbon- 
l&atlon serves the practical end of efficient and economical gaaifi- 
cation in place, the long-duration electrical heating nay besewn one 
of the meet applicable methods of underground gasification,
The cost of carbonisation of a ton of coal with the current 
price available in Htae (2o/kwh) would be HO.OO. In an industrial 
underground gasification plant, the power could be produced for
0.5cA*”b* &  this case the cost of a ton of coal carbonised will be 
12.50.
The total fuel coat In using the Klee tree arboni nation method at 
fins* with an electrode spacing of 100 feet is estimated to be the 
following!
Total cost p«r ton of coal
1. Prilling and preparation of 2 boreholes $ 0.11
2. Current requirements ($0,02/kw*h.)
3. Coat of coal in place
less value of byproducts
1. Oas, 10 MCFT * 20c/*CFT
2, By-products






At the present It in supposed that leotrolinkii^  it more suitable 
than Electrocarbonination •
If the figure 0.5c/kw-h is used and the value of the gas is as* 
mwmd to be 40 sente per 1,000 cu. ft., a sore favorable economical 
situation is developed*
&& sL arswfUsR m. Isa si ml
1* Drilling, etc* $0.11
2, Current cost 2.50
3. Cost of coal In place




this estimate shews that theoretically it is possible to prepare 
an underground coke bed for gasification at no cost or at small cast
at most*
Electrocarbonixation test secured industrial and economic data* 
The Tables 11, 12, 13, 14 represent the results obtained during 
Sleetrocarbonization process of 4 Electrode-unit (Figure 32 and 
Picture 16), The change of ratio (Input/output) during the electro* 
carbonisation ie shown on Figure 33, Table 12 represents a cycle of 
electrical characteristics of operation of Electrocarbofnisatlon* 
(Figure 34}* Table 13 represents a typical change of heating value 
of gas when higher current densities are reached in the seam 
(1 a/me )* Table 14 shows the Increase of heating value when current 
is temporarily Interrupted*




















































































































































































HSAT1N0 V.'.iUSii Or CABBOHIZmO* G*S
t i m  H n . 0 30 to  90 120 150 180 210 240  270 300
1950
Not 10 B .t .u . 550 550 540 525 545 530 520 510 525 520 510
Ubid 14.
71a*1950 felvu 0 30
90









































Carbonisation Gas Mixed With introduced Air






















Sloping Geer 45* Into Previous Ossification








*Hie following analysis represents tbs end of Sleetrolinklng










<*• ***** Mflwing 2 hours 45 ainutoe from tost « m  11 to tost 





CO 2,65? Cosisbuetion started
H2 20.<m
m u 6 . 37*
J?2 49.65*
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?h$ trends of industrial Application of underground gasification 
«A7 *>© lintod as follows 5
Supplying the power plantss with underground gaa# 
a# Hollers 
b. CS*» turbines
Supplying ssa&Xl oownmitias with gas ahere coal 
are close &ori there is nc natural in the area*
3. Supplying requireswnte ffcr by-j^ oducts of ecal.
4. Supplying, synthesis gas plants with gas.
$• Supplying the country with cheap ttaokeica* fuel.
6. Supplying the elite* with coal gae.
sowiftl processes oi underground gasification of coal have been 
applied In various ;uropean countries and In the United State*. These 
asthods have been described acid a new process has been developed by
Missouri School of Mines which Is called underground
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‘&ectrecarbotti«atteji, The process of Electrooaiboniaatlcn, as a 
whole, Is of three stages, namely*
1. Electrolinking
2, sJectrooarbeniaation
3* 2l©ctrogasi float ion
It has been found that Elect relinking Is a suitable method for 
creating underground channels for g&siflostlcm purposes. It does not 
require mining operations.
The long duration electrical heating (Slectrocaxtordaatlcxi) du­
plicates In situ the coking process of coal. The recover? of carbon­
isation gas and related byproducts has been accomplished, The re­
sidual coke can be recovered by gasification with an air blast.
The field experiments proved the possibility of simultaneously 
accomplishing the recovery of constituents of the coal seam by 
gasification with air and the hasting by an electric current. The 
process is defined as Sleetrogasificatlon.
On the bases of research data made available by 4 years of eae- 
perinsntatlon (from September, 1947 to Kay, 1951) embodied in this 
dissertation, it la believed that a large scale underground lectro- 
earboxil&attom and gasification pilot plant can be designed and oper­
ated successfully. The research has proved that gas suitable for 
dome Stic and Industrial use can be produced physically and econom­
ically by the underground Xlectrocarbonizaticm process. Further de­
velopment of the process is largely the responsibility of industry.
13$
c m m m  7
swvmtmm worm on t o e p r o&a b u  
mum of m gasification or 
u o w m , oil mm u® on smo m mm of 
mjtcrmmmmzknm
issuing
Lignite has been used for underground gasifie&ticm in Italy and 
U. 8. S, R* In this country those 1cm $rade coal deposits could be 
used also for underground gasification purposes especially la areas
where no natural gas exists*
An &lectroc arbonisation laboratory test was carried out with a 






3*t#u. per pound 7#268













In comparing the Iign.lt© carbonisation with the carbonisation ef 
bituminous coal, It ear* be stated that the lignite fractures store 
readily* The gasification of thick lignite deposits should be com­
paratively cheap. The fuel cost should decrease because a larger 
amount of coal is made available by two boreholes In a thick fuel 
deposit*
Qfo 3HAI&
Ho oil shale carbonisation experiments wore conducted In the
laberatoxy* Earlier experimental cork performed with the rukersite
«
furnishes the data required for field tests* Oil shale deposits 
present problem Is technical in nature which consist of designing 
an Electrocarbonisation plant for oil shale deposits similar to the 
one at Hifle* Colorado*
mmhi m am  oi mm oikim m , nm& m  mmms. smm.
The application of I lectrocarboniaation for stimulating oil 
flow from stripper fields and depicted oil fields was recognised 
when the research of coal gasification was started*
The problem of oil sand gasification is different than the 
problem ef coal gasification* The goal is the production of liquid 
oil instead of gaseous fuels* The geological conditions In the oil 
fields asm diversified and each oil pool requires special technical 
treatment even when the earns method of heating is utilised* The
problem of oil sand gasification has boon divided into throe differ­
ent phases?
l t Iow t^&perature heating
2, Medium temperature heating
3* High temperature heating
In applying various temperature ranges, the heating abcvld pro- 
greasiv^ ly produce additional oil at each temperature range and each 
successive rise of temperature should be sado when further recovery 
at the losier temperature is not possible*
The electrical beating of oil sand reservoir will ailawlate oil 
flow from stripper fields or depleted field* by melting and removing 
the congealed constituent* that restrict the flow of oil into the 
well* Imr and middle temperature heating will yield the desired 
results*
As the electric current i* passed directly through the ell reser­
voir , the depth of heat penetration by electric heating (Electro- 
carbonisation process) is deeper than that obtained by other known 
methods* The secondary effect of evaporation of fluids dll add add­
itional energy* This also supports the oil flow fy disturbing the 
equilibrium in the oil reservoir* Electric heat can be used also for 
distillation of oil from highly viscous oil sand deposits, A sand 
from Athabasca, Canada* was used for this purpose* The most econom­
ics! process may involve simultaneous gasification and distillation 
of the oil fay Eleetrogaelf iestlon * High temperature hearting oaa be 
used for fracturing the seam by heat* «h*n SicctrolirJdng cannot be 
applied, the heating of reservoir fluid will ylsld desired results*
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Technically it l» possible to utilise low-oediun, an6 high tenpera- 
ture heating is a continuous cycle until complete recovery is ob­
tained by olcctrogasificatis® of residual oil* The electrodes seed 
for heating should withstand the temperature required for starting 
the coiflbuation*
Laboratory experiments of Ilectrocarbonisatlcn were started in 
194$ with the oil sand £rm  Etsbards, Missouri* Table 15 ind lcatoo 
the porosity, permeability, and saturation of this oil eantf*
(Analysed by the Magnolia Oil Company Field Kesearch Station, Dallas, 
Texas)* The laboratory investigation showed that oil could be pro­
duced fro® oil send by the Electrocarbonlsation method* The VA curve 
of Eieh&rds sand follows the curve 3, Figure 13* The problem was a 
supplementary investigation which was part of the larger progren of 
the Kleetsoearbonisation of Mineral Fuels* This phase of the project 
was conductod by l£r* H* K* Coffer v under the author** direction*
R* Coffers Thermal Recovery of petroleum by lectiic 
Heating. Thesis, Bella, Missouri, 1950*
The study of electrical heating was continued at the median ten- 
perature range* The recovery of ®il Trom oil sand in the laboratory 
was investigated by Mr* J* C* iehratwis&er2* also under the author's
2Xj9 c* achratwieser* Increased Stripper Moll Becovsry by 






















































































































































The final piiase of electrical heating which vqv&t** vtuAy t» 
called ;*l©etrog&sif ieation. It 1* aiailar to coal gasification and 
%dll find application in ail recovery by combustion.
The developnant and use of field equipsent for ilwtro^iifiei* 
tion tmaft fee suited to existing conditions in the oil field, «r nog* 
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